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Jeet Kune Do (Chinese: æˆªæ‹³é•“; Cantonese Yale: jiht kyÃ¹hn douh; [tsiÌ€Ë•tÌš.kÊ°yÌ•Ë•n.toÌ€u]), "The way
of the intercepting fist" in Cantonese, abbreviated JKD, is a hybrid philosophy of martial arts heavily
influenced by the personal philosophy and experiences of martial artist Bruce Lee.
Jeet Kune Do - Wikipedia
Lee Jun-fan (Chinese: æ•ŽæŒ¯è—©; November 27, 1940 â€“ July 20, 1973), known professionally as Bruce
Lee (Chinese: æ•Žå°•é¾•), was a Hong Kong-American actor, director, martial artist, martial arts instructor,
and philosopher. He was the founder of the hybrid martial art Jeet Kune Do.
Bruce Lee - Wikipedia
Bruce Lee, nacido como Lee Jun-Fan (San Francisco, California; 27 de noviembre de 1940-Kowloon, Hong
Kong; 20 de julio de 1973), fue un destacado artista marcial, maestro de artes marciales, actor, cineasta,
filÃ³sofo y escritor estadounidense de origen chino, reconocido en el mundo entero por ser el renovador y
exponente de las artes marciales ...
Bruce Lee - Wikipedia, la enciclopedia libre
JNN is a multidisciplinary peer-reviewed journal covering fundamental and applied research in all disciplines
of science, engineering and medicine.
Journal of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology (JNN)
Pukulan Pencak Silat Serak. Weapons . The Pukulan Pencak Silat Serak is a system based on both
weapons and empty hands at the same time. It incorporates many of the new-generation weapons, swords,
knives, circular kerambits, bars, batons of different lengths and other more particular weapons.
Budo International - Martial Arts and self defense DVD
Chan Kong-sang SBS MBE PMW (é™³ æ¸¯ ç”Ÿ; born 7 April 1954), known professionally as Jackie Chan, is
a Hong Kong martial artist, actor, film director, producer, stuntman, and singer.
Jackie Chan - Wikipedia
CURRENT EXHIBITIONS . CITYSCAPE IN SIGHT AND SOUND (until 5th May 2019) "Cityscape in Sight
and Sound", an exhibition organised by the Hong Kong Film Archive, is being held from 1st February to 5th
May 2019 at the Exhibition Hall of the Hong Kong Film Archive.
CURRENT EXHIBITIONS - HONG KONG EXTRAS3
Jack Kirby talks to Gary Groth about who really created Thor, Spider-Man, The Hulk, The Fantastic Four and
many of the other Marvel characters currently
Jack Kirby Interview | The Comics Journal
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